Twilight Express Mizukaze
01 Night / 02 Days
Winding through the Sanyo and Sanin regions, which have a wealth of history,
culture and spectacular natural landscapes.
As the day flows from morning to evening, savor the passing scenery in all its
seasonal expressions over a sumptuous meal in the dining car, enjoy the fresh
breeze on the observation deck, relax in the lounge car or the comfort of your
room.

Hot on the heels of the world’s most luxurious train Seven Stars in Kyushu, the
art deco meets 21st century-style train is 10 cars long, consisting of a dining car,
a lounge car, six sleeper cars and the two sightseeing cars, which come
complete with outdoor viewing platforms on the ends. Mizukaze has a capacity
of 30 passengers.
Do ask us about our one night, two day itineraries and we can provide a
quotation for your requested dates of travel. Some sample below.
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Sanyo Course (Outbound)
Two day tour from Kyoto and Osaka station to Shimonoseki station via the Sanyo Main Line.
Sightseeing Places: Miyajimaguchi and Onomichi.
Departure Stations: Kyoto Station / Osaka Station.
Final Station: Shimonoseki Station. Route: Via Sanyo Line.
Spot: Ohara Museum of Art (Including Yurinso).

Kurashiki Station special visit to Yurinso,
viewing of artwork collection. Yurinso was
built as a villa for the Ohara family, later used
to host distinguished guests. Your tour includes
a special visit to Yurinso, open to the public
only a few times a year, enjoy viewing the
artwork collection, with commentary by the
curator.
Ohara Museum of Art
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Sanin Course (Outbound via Higashi-Hagi)
Two day tour from Kyoto and Osaka station to Shimonoseki station via the Higashi-Hagi.
Departure Stations:Osaka Station / Kyoto Station.
Final Station: Shimonoseki Station. Route: Via Sanin Lin.
Spot: Kinosakionsen Town.

Sightseeing Places: Exclusive viewing of
special facilities, including Eikitei, and
precious artifacts connected to famous writers
and artists who visited this hot spring town.
Take a stroll through the historic streets
wearing yukata. Enjoy a visit to Eikitei, and
the ryokan where the writer Naoya Shiga
stayed. Eikitei has long hosted distinguished
guests, including Emperor Showa, the current
Emperor when he was Crown Prince, and
other members of the Imperial Family.
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Eikitei

